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Hyperhomocysteinemia is a Biomarker of Sulfur-Deficiency in Human
Morbidities
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Abstract: Methionine (Met) is crucially involved in the synthesis of S-compounds endowed with molecular, structural
and functional properties of survival value. Dietary Met may undergo transmethylation processes to release homocysteine
(Hcy) which may either be regenerated to Met following remethylation (RM) pathways or catabolized along the transsulfuration (TS) cascade. The activity of enzymes governing RM and TS pathways is depending on pyridoxine, folate and
cobalamin bioavailability. Dietary restriction in any of these watersoluble B-vitamins may lead to hyperhomocysteinemia
(HHcy) causing a panoply of cardiovascular disorders. Taken together, the vitamin triad only affords partial account of
Hcy variance, prompting the search for additional causal factor(s). Body composition studies demonstrate that nitrogen
(N) and sulfur (S) maintain tightly correlated concentrations in tissues of both healthy subjects and diseased patients. Any
morbid condition characterized by insufficient N intake or assimilation, as seen in protein malnutrition or intestinal
malabsorption, reduces body S accretion rates. Excessive urinary N-losses, as reported in acute or chronic inflammatory
disorders, entail proportionate obligatory S-losses. As a result, lean body mass (LBM) undergoes downsizing and concomitant depletion of N and S body stores which depresses the activity of cystathionine--synthase, thereby promoting
upstream accumulation of Hcy and overstimulation of RM processes. HHcy thus appears as the dark side of efforts developed by S-deprived patients to safeguard Met homeostasis. Irrespective of vitamin-B status, Hcy values are negatively
correlated with LBM shrinkage well identified by the serial measurement of plasma transthyretin (TTR). The Sdeprivation theory fulfills the gap and allows full causal coverage of the metabolic anomaly, hence providing together
with vitamin-deficiencies an unifying overview of the main nutritional determinants implicated in HHcy epidemiology.

Keywords: Body composition, nutritional status, sulfur-deficiency, hyperhomocysteinemia, cardiovascular diseases,
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INTRODUCTION
Sulfur (S) bears the number 16 in the periodic table of
elements. There is geological evidence that S was present
early among primordial compounds, either in free form or
combined with other elements. In the earth's crust, S naturally occurs as a mixture of 4 isotopes, the most abundant
being 32S (95.1 %). The biological cycle of S is thought to
have been initiated by microorganisms transforming inorganic sulfate groups into gazeous hydrogen sulfide, a form of
primitive respiration at the origin of anaerobic life on earth
[1]. The later occurrence of photosynthesis in microscopic
plants has created reciprocal exchanges between anaerobic
and aerobic ecosystems [2]. The progressive enrichment in
oxygen of the atmosphere has favored the emergence of
higher plants and aerobic animals [3]. S metabolism is highly
regulated in the plant kingdom and its bioavailability is regarded as a limiting factor for protein synthesis and vegetable growth [4].
In higher Vertebrate tissues, S is the seventh most abundant element after H, C, O, N, Ca and P. Total body sulfur
(TBS) of a reference healthy adult man weighing 70 kg
amounts to 140 g (4,400 mmol) meaning the same level of
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magnitude than that of total body potassium (TBK, 3,600
mmol) [5]. While there exists an extensive scientific literature describing the toxicological properties of S and Sderivatives on living organisms [6], surprisingly enough, no
report of S-deprivation is available in human nutrition up to
now. This lacuna is all the more intriguing as the lack of
most other elements such as magnesium, iron, zinc, and even
of trace-elements such as fluorine, iodine or selenium whose
concentration is meaningfully lower [5] are all held responsible for well-defined bodily disorders [7]. We have
hereunder collected data describing the conditions and
mechanisms whereby S-deficiency may occur in diseased
persons. Although this physiopathological condition is unrecognized up to now, we assume that it is one of the commonest disorders harming mankind. Hyperhomocysteinemia
appears to be the hallmark of S-deficiency and the result of
disease-induced alterations in body composition.
BODY COMPOSITION STUDIES
The human body may be divided into 2 major compartments, namely fat mass (FM) and fat free mass (FFM) that
are obtained by substracting FM from body weight (BW).
The fat cell mass sequesters about 80 % of the total body
lipids, is poorly hydrated and contains only small amounts of
lean tissues and nonfat constituents. FFM comprises the
sizeable part of lean tissues and minor mineral compounds,
the latter totaling about 1.7 kg or 2.5 % of BW in the refer2009 Bentham Open
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ence man [5]. Substraction of mineral mass from FFM provides lean body mass (LBM), a composite agglomeration of
organs and tissues which represent about two thirds of BW
in healthy individuals. LBM accounts for most of total body
proteins (TBP) and of total body nitrogen (TBN) assuming a
mean 6.25 ratio between protein and N content [8]. Schematically, LBM aggregates 3 components : A metabolically
inert and non-exchangeable N component (cytoskeleton;
tendons; cartilages; non-soluble collagen compounds) representing about 54 % of body cell mass at the timing of death
from long-lasting wasting disorders [9] and exchangeable
tissues which may be in turn subdivided into a relatively
small visceral pool comprising rapidly turning over tissues
(liver; intestinal mucosa; thymoleukocytic cell lines) and a
large structural pool (skeletal muscle, SM; skin; soluble collagen compounds) made up of tissues characterized by slow
metabolic activities [10]. However, because the fractional
synthesis and renewal rates of the liver and gut mucosa are
about 10- to 20- times more rapid than that of SM mass, it
can be inferred that the small-sized visceral pool makes an
absolute contribution to the daily turnover of body proteins
at least equal to that defining the structural pool [11]. SM is
by far the main ponderal representative of the structural
compartment [12] having peculiar importance in nutritional
studies due to its capacity to serve as major reservoir of
amino acids (AAs) and dispenser of gluconeogenic substrates. The alterations affecting SM mass in the course of
disease process are evaluated by the measurement of creatinine [13]. This last end-product represents less than 10 % of
all N-catabolites recovered in the urinary output, being nevertheless regarded as a useful predictor of disease outcome
[14]. Urea usually represents up to 90 % of all urinary Ncatabolites and validly reflects the level of deamination /
transamination reactions occurring in all body tissues, prevailing particularly in organs endowed with high metabolic
turnover. Confrontation of creatinine and urea values may
therefore provide a balanced appraisal of the activities developed in both structural and visceral pools.
Table 1 collects findings from several research groups
[12, 15-17] showing the main protein components of the
body in healthy men and women. Whatever the analytical
methodology utilized, all selected parameters demonstrate a
clear-cut gender dimorphism (whether referring to absolute
values or body weight or body height ratios) remaining stabilized in the form of plateau levels throughout full sexual maturity. Children undergo continuing growth from birth until
the onset of adolescence without significant differences in
body composition during the prepubertal period [18-20]. The
advent of adolescence, characterized by sexual differences
with development of enlarged LBM and SM sizes in teenage
Table 1.

a

boys and increased FM in girls, is attributed to sex hormones
and differentiated responsiveness to growth factors and anabolic stimuli [21,22]. During adulthood, all protein components of human body gathered in Table 1 remain unaltered
until the end of the fifth decade, manifesting thereafter an
age-dependent curvilinear decline with an accelerated decrease after 65 years [16,23]. In particular, SM undergoes 15
% reduction in size per decade [12] with a trend toward sarcopenia more marked in elderly men [24,25]. These involutive processes are well-identified by the measurement of
plasma transthyretin (TTR) using recently published results
[10] obtained on nearly 70,000 healthy US citizens by scientists belonging to the Foundation for Blood Research (Scarborough, Maine 04074). The evolutionary TTR patterns
point to striking similarities with body protein components
shown in Table 1. TTR plasma levels are indeed minimal at
birth, disclose linear and superimposable increase in
(pre)school children, then revealing hormonally-induced
dimorphic partitioning with higher values recorded in adolescent boys [10]. These gender peculiarities are maintained
unmodified in both sexes until the end of adulthood thereafter disclosing progressive lowering with a steeper slope affecting old-age males [10]. We therefore assume that TTR is
in all classes of age a useful indicator of overall protein nutritional status, and more specifically of LBM status [10].
THE METHIONINE - HOMOCYSTEINE CYCLE IN
HUMAN BEINGS
The principal source of S fulfilling body requirements is
provided by dietary methionine (Met). Among the 8 indispensable AAs (IAAs), Met is the only S-containing molecule
which may undergo activation to S-adenosylmethionine
(SAM) and serve as donor of CH3 groups stimulating the
production of creatine and other acceptor molecules through
transmethylation (TM) processes [26]. After splanchnic uptake, dietary Met may also be incorporated as such into the
AA sequence of body proteins or converted to homocysteine
(Hcy), an intermediary metabolite situated at a crucial crossroad regulating the fate of S-containing compounds. Hcy
may either undergo remethylation (RM) process to regenerate Met under the control of Met-synthase (EC 2.1.1.13) or
irreversibly committed into the transsulfuration (TS) cascade
- initiated by the rate-limiting and multifunctional cystathionine--synthase (CS, EC 4.2.1.22) enzyme - yielding
SO42- oxyanions as end-product (Fig. 1). Three dietary watersoluble B-vitamins are implicated in the regulation of the
Hcy-Met cycle. Folates (vit B9) is regarded as the most powerful agent, working as supplier of CH3 groups required for
RM processes whereas cobalamins (vit B12) and pyridoxal-

Body Composition Studies Showing the Main Protein Components in Healthy Adult Humans
BWa,b (kg)

TBNb,c (kg)

TBPd (kg)

SMe (kg)

LBMa,c (kg)

Males

76-79

1.8-1.9

11.2-11.8

33

54-62

Females

60

1.2-1.4

7.5-8.7

21

36-39

Body weight (BW) and lean body mass (LBM) measured by Battezzatti et al. [17] using bioelectric impedance analysis (BIA) and dual X-ray absorptiometry (DEXA) technologies.
BW and TBN measured by Ellis et al. [16] using prompt -neutron activation.
c
TBN and LBM measured by Cohn et al. [15] using prompt -neutron activation.
d
Total body protein (TBP) is the result of TBN multiplied by 6.25 [8].
e
Skeletal muscle (SM) mass measured by Janssen et al. [12] using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).
b
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Fig. (1). Schematic configuration of the Met-Hcy cycle in higher
Vertebrates. Met supplied by dietary proteins may be subjected to
transmethylation (TM) process releasing Hcy and CH3. The latter
compound is taken up by acceptor molecules (creatine, hormones,
neurotransmitters, phospholipids) whereas the former may undergo
either remethylation (RM) process or irreversible degradation along
the transsulfuration (TS) cascade. Both RM and TS pathways stand
in competition under the control of 3 watersoluble vitamins so as to
maintain Met homeostasis. 5-Methyl-tetrahydrofolate (5-CH3-THF,
Vit B9) is the donor of the CH3 group required for RM processes
whereas cobalamins (Vit B12) and pyridoxine (Vit B6) operate as
co-factors of Met-synthase ( 1) and of cystathionine--synthase
(2 ), respectively. Some Hcy-derivatives belonging to the TS
pathway : cystathionine (Cysta), cysteine (Cys), taurine (Tau), and
sulfaturia (SO42-) as end-product.

5’-phosphate (PLP, vit B6) operate as co-factors of Metsynthase and CßS, respectively. Dietary deficiency in any of
the 3 vitamins may cause mild or moderate elevation in Hcy
plasma values. Etiopathogenic studies have highlighted that
dietary shortage in folates [27] or cobalamins [28] are both
capable of depressing the activity of Met-synthase, favoring
the downstream sequestration of Hcy in extracellular fluids.
Dietary PLP deprivation may impair CS activity [29],
thereby promoting the upstream accumulation of Hcy. Hyperhomocysteinemia (HHcy) is an acquired metabolic disorder recognized of increasing importance for health in the
general population and working as an independent and
graded risk factor for thrombovascular lesions unrelated to
hypercholesterolemia, arterial hypertension, diabetes and
smoking [30,31]. It is beyond the scope of this paper to review in depth the mechanisms involved in the development
of these atherothrombogenic events as recent position papers
have dealt with these aspects [32,33].
There exists disagreement concerning the relative role
played by watersoluble vitamin-deficiencies on HHcy epidemiology. A recent review reports that their dietary deprivation causally accounts for about two thirds of all cases
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[34]. We assume that this figure does not stand up to close
scrutiny. Should that 2/3 proportion be valid would imply
that at least one third of all supranormal Hcy values are not
liable for a vitamin causal explanation. The discrepancy between regression analyses and biochemical data are of peculiar relevance in the case of cobalamin status. While vitamin
B12-shortage is convincingly demonstrated as one of the
most prevalent nutritional deficiencies worldwide [35], its
true impact on Hcy variance is surprisingly low, particularly
in populations from rural developing countries whose customary diet principally consists of vegetable products. Our
clinical experience mainly confined to African countries
(Chad, Guinea, Ivory Coast, Senegal) indicates that the vitamin triad deficiency, taken together, yields Hcy variance
data usually ranging from 20 to 30 %, consistent with comparable epidemiological surveys undertaken in Taiwan [36]
and India [37]. Such relatively weak vitamin-related Hcy
variance is best explained by the fact that the protein-energy
malnutrition (PEM) component of HHcy [38] is overlooked
by most investigators. Moreover, the quoted review [34]
underestimates the growing body of studies showing supranormal Hcy values in spite of normal watersoluble vitamin
plasma levels [38,39] or those displaying high HHcy refractoriness to strong vitamin supplementation [40]. Four decades of research on the link between HHcy and cardiovascular risks have led to a deadlock in view of the increasing
number of negative studies on the role of Hcy-lowering Bvitamin therapy [40,41]. Obviously, the data already available prompted the search for additional causal factors filling
the gap between firmly established vitamin-deficiencies and
the broader spectrum of epidemiological findings.
ROLES PLAYED BY MET AND SULFUR IN HUMAN
NUTRITION
The Met molecule was discovered by Mueller [42] and its
essentiality in animals was demonstrated by growth retardation of rats experiencing Met-free diets [43]. Clinical investigations undertaken in healthy adult volunteers [44,45] have
concluded that dietary Met given as sole S-containing AA
(SAA) was sufficient to meet most, if not all, S-tissue requirements of healthy individuals of both sexes and in all age
groups [45]. The neonatal period constitutes a notable exception owing to the fact that newborn children are lacking the
liver cystathioninase enzyme that is required for the TS production of cysteine (Cys) and taurine (Tau) from Met [46]. It
is also worth mentioning that elderly persons likely adjust
less well to a reduced intake of dietary Met than do young
adults [47], standing therefore more at risk of developing a
protein inadequacy. The long-lasting debate that had once
contemplated Cys as a surrogate supplier of S and as a sparing factor of Met disposal is no longer sustainable unless
very low Met consumption is imposed [45]. Drinking waters
from natural springs contain varying concentrations in SO42values and constitute by far the main S dietary variable in
human nutrition [48]. This water supply is however of no
help to improve the bioavailability of S as the human body
lacks the capacity to organize SO42- oxyanions. The bulk of
TBS participates in protein synthetic processes in close relationship with N, partaking similarly into 3 distinct body
pools superimposed to those above-described for TBN and
manifesting the same exchangeable characteristics [48]. It
must nevertheless be kept in mind that all S-containing
molecules do not undergo strict alignment on protein synthe-
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sis and that minute amounts of TBS may be substracted and
embodied into carbohydrate or lipid compounds, such as
sulfoglycans and sulfatides, bearing little quantitative impact.
The mean Met content of body mixed proteins is situated
between 2 and 3 %. The body requirements for both SAAs
(Met + Cys) are evaluated at 13 mg Kg-1 day-1 [49]. The
mean molar N : S ratio in mammalian tissues exhibits a remarkable stability turning around 14.5 : 1 in at least four
different animal species (rat, dog, cattle, man) [48]. Under
physiological circumstances, kinetic studies undertaken in
healthy adults consuming well-balanced diets with appropriate Met intake levels indicate that both RM and TS pathways
split into nearly equivalent fractions [50,51]. In the case of
alterations in Met supply, the body exploits its enzymatic
equipment to modify the respective proportions of Met
fluxes into RM and TS pathways so as to maintain Met homeostasis [52]. The redistribution of Met between two competing pathways is notably coordinated by intracellular SAM
concentration working as allosteric inhibitor of the Cterminal regulatory domain of CS [53]. CS is a modular
homotetrameric protein (252 kDa as MM) comprising also a
central catalytic core involved in PLP-dependent reactions
and a N-terminal domain containing an heme iron binding
site working as redox sensor [54] .
S fulfills important roles in all living systems, determining the structure and activity of a number of molecules and
governing a multitude of metabolic and catalytic processes.
Peptide syntheses start with the binding of free Met molecules initiating tRNA to yield formyl-methionyl-RNA
launching the process of mRNA translation [55]. Cys sulfhydryl groups are implicated in the conformation of Znfinger motifs involved in protein-DNA recognition and replication [56]. The formation of intra- or intercatenary S-S
bridges occurring during the maturation of nascent proteins
is grounded on the oxidation of Cys sulfhydryl groups defining their tertiary and quaternary conformations hence their
physico-chemical stability [57]. Many biological proteins
may undergo O- or N- sulfonate esterification processes,
ubiquitous reactions which may activate or inactivate their
physiological properties, affinities and turnover rates as
shown for thyroid, adrenal, sexual hormones and for pituitary and gastro-intestinal peptides [58,59]. Finally, S is involved in the synthesis and activity of many molecules of
prominent biological significance such as co-enzyme A,
thiamine (vitamin B1), biotin, metallothioneins and insulinlike growth factor-binding proteins. It is of interest to note
that the oxidation rate of Met remains low but nevertheless
constant even when its intake is below requirements [45].
Maintenance of measurable rates of Met oxidation unrelated
to dietary Met supply supports the view that the IAA fulfills
minimal obligatory activities likely to be of survival importance. Indeed, the bioavailability of Met is vital for the preservation of both TBN and TBS pools. When SAAs are withdrawn from the customary diet of large mammalian species,
the rate of N ( and presumably of S ) losses exceeds that
caused by all other IAA-deficiencies, being almost as great
as when a protein-free regimen is given [60,61]. The data
suggest that Met may be rate-limiting for the mobilization of
tissue proteins, playing major regulatory roles in the protein
economy of body tissues, perhaps even setting the minimum
requirements for all of the other IAAs [62] .
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THE SULFUR-DEFICIENCY CONCEPT: HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
The present section collects the main steps having led to
the S-deficiency concept. To our knowledge, the first demonstration that N and S metabolisms are tightly interwoven
was provided more than a century ago by 2 US investigators
who defined themselves as enjoying an “uniform and perfectly normal condition of nutrition” [63]. The authors experienced the metabolic fate of a balanced diet providing 15 g
N and 2,600 Kcal/day. The standard regimen was maintained
during a 7-day period during which all urinary and fecal outputs were carefully collected and submitted to analytic procedures, allowing to measure baseline N and S excretory
values. On days 4 and 6 of the clinical study, 50 g butter was
isoenergetically replaced by 183 g lean beef meat. The extra
supply of single well-defined portions of animal flesh to the
basal regimen did proportionally increase the postprandial
excretion of N and S values. The authors concluded that the
excretion of S “ran closely parallel to that of N both on the
normal days and on those affected by the extra ingestion of
protein” [63]. Working along the same lines are the kinetic
investigations using diets enriched with 13C-Met showing
that the obligatory Met losses correlate with those predicted
from obligatory N-losses [64]. Because there exists neither
protein nor S storage sites in the human body - as opposed to
carbohydrate and lipid components - the bulk of extra N
meal provided to protein-replete individuals is readily broken down and lost in the urinary output concomitantly with
S-compounds eaten in excess and remaining unmetabolized.
The data strongly suggest that the fate of dietary S is not
distinguishable from that of N, implying that the body capacity to enter into anabolic drive and to generate net tissue protein gain is the requisite determinant of S accretion rate.
The next step refers to those studies having investigated
the behavior of N and S during catabolic alterations. An hospital investigation was conducted by Cuthbertson in 1931
[65] upon patients recovering from bone fractures who were
maintained on a constant intake of food. Their urinary outputs were collected during the days following injury, allowing the measurement of N and S using microKjeldahl analysis and ponderal recovery of S-trioxyde, respectively. The
Scottish worker was the first to pinpoint negative N and S
balances proportionate to the severity of initial impact and
reflecting the magnitude of tissue proteolysis. He stated that
the maximal N and S losses were usually attained between
the 3rd and 6th days following the onset of fracture. The mean
N excretion measured in 8 hospitalized patients was 17.53
g/day whereas that of total S amounted to 1.18 g/day, indicating very close correspondence with the N : S ratio typical
of mammalian tissues. The author also predicted - 50 years
before the discovery of cytokines – that the spillover of Ncatabolites and obligatory S-losses should result from the
“direct poisoning of the tissue cells such as might be supposed to take place in febrile conditions and in tissue injury”
[65]. Working along the same catabolic lines is the demonstration that vigorous physical training entails varying degrees of muscular degradation documented by significantly
increased N and S urinary losses again remaining bound
within 14.5 : 1 ratios [66]. Using animal models and tissue
cultures, Finkelstein et al. did initiate pioneer studies aiming
at evaluating the tissue content of enzymes involved in the
Met-Hcy cycle and in the TS pathway as well as their intrin-
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sic properties [52,53]. Carrying out a series of stable nuclideenriched Met studies upon healthy adult volunteers
[45,47,51] and diseased patients [67], Young et al. did contribute new insights into most Met metabolic aspects. They
were able to accurately quantify the respective and varying
importance of TM, RM and TS fluxes in health and disease,
helping to build a comprehensive understanding of the adaptive mechanisms set up by normal and stressed adult subjects
to maintain intra- and extracellular Met homeostasis.
The notion that PEM might participate in the occurrence
of S-deficiency states was born in the Republic of Senegal,
West Africa, in 1986 [68]. The first field investigation was
performed upon adult PEM and goitrous inhabitants living
on nutritional autarky with local plant products. The main
objective was to compare the clinical usefulness of TTR with
that of plasma IAAs usually regarded as valid indicators of
nutritional status [68]. The results did reveal that TTR and 7
among 8 IAAs manifest progressive lowering in their plasma
concentrations as protein nutritional status deteriorates with
the sole exception of Met which remained unaltered. The
survey also showed that the patients did unexpectedly manifest a gradual elevation of their plasma Hcy values constrasting with the downregulation of cystathionine (Cysta)
concentrations situated just after the CßS converting step
[68]. The data were reminiscent of homocystinuria, inborn
disease of metabolism characterized by genetic refractoriness
of the central CS catalytic core to PLP stimuli [69]. A comparable field study was replicated in the Republic of Chad
whose results did allow to rule out PLP, folates and cobalamins as causal factors and to strenghten the likely responsibility of subclinical protein malnutrition [38]. These observations led us to consider that PEM could affect the maturation
of the middle CS domain reacting as a N-status sensitive
step and resulting in an acquired PLP-like enzymatic defect
[38,68]. This hypothesis is supported by rat studies showing
that low 10 % casein diets cause a significantly diminished
hepatic transcription of CS-mRNA [70], leading to impaired enzyme activity and favoring the upstream accumulation of Hcy in biological fluids [71]. Supranormal Hcy values constitute a precursor pool readily driven into RM processes using two synergistic properties : Met-synthase manifests the highest Michaelis constant affinity for Hcy (Km in
the low micromolar range) compared to CS (Km 1-25
mMol/L) [72] and the hepatic abundance of Met-synthase is
increased under Met-restricted conditions [73]. Both adaptive mechanisms therefore work in concert to promote overstimulation of RM processes at the expense of downregulated TS activities. Conversely, transgenic mice characterized by overexpressed CS status are effectively capable of
lowering high plasma Hcy levels [74]. Taken together, these
findings stress the point that CS works as a bidirectional
lockgate pivotally involved in the distribution of Hcy between RM and TS pathways.
Four preliminary reports coming from 3 different countries have paved the way suggesting that LBM could operate
as determinant of Hcy dimorphism in healthy adolescents,
adult persons and elderly individuals [75-78]. The most
elaborate clinical investigation, using single and multivariate
regression analysis models, was recently published by Battezzatti et al. showing unambiguously that LBM is a major
determinant positively correlated with Hcy plasma values
[17]. We assume that the size of the metabolically active
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LBM works as the main determining factor of Hcy as well as
of TTR concentrations [10] at least from birth until the end
of adulthood. It has been recently proposed that the actual
LBM size could work as a direct sensor governing the level
of CS activity [48]. The data imply that throughout the
whole lifespan of healthy adults, the hepatic production of
both TTR and Hcy stands under LBM status-dependency.
These biomarkers nevertheless demonstrate divergent
specificities in two clinical conditions, namely old age and
protein malnutrition. First, as above-mentioned, TTR displays declining trends following the shape of LBM downsizing during the ageing process [10] whereas Hcy manifests
rising tendencies [79] unrelated to vitamin B status [80]. It
has been suggested that disconnection of Hcy from LBM
control in elderly persons could result from centrallymediated rearranged hormonal and stimulatory impulses
[10]. The data imply that older people constitute a vulnerable
group at higher risk of cardiovascular mortality. In this population group, the measurement of Hcy is endowed with a
predictive power going beyond that provided by classical
Framingham criteria [81], making the routine use of TTR
mandatory to disentangle the PEM component associated
with the ageing process [82]. Second, PEM states are characterized by the suppression of liver TTR synthesis [83] and
the downregulation of all protein components found in Table
1 whereas the upstream sequestration of Hcy progressively
increases in opposite direction as an effect of CS inhibition
[38,48]. Fig. (2) summarizes the negative correlation linking
the deterioration of protein nutritional status and the adaptive
HHcy response.

Fig. (2). Correlation linking TTR to Hcy in nutritional studies.
TTR and Hcy concentrations were measured in control subjects (C)
and in three cohorts of 20 subclinically malnourished and iodinedeprived adult individuals representing the stages I, II and III of
goitrous swelling following WHO criteria. TTR and Hcy values are
expressed as mean ± standard deviation (horizontal and vertical
bars). In the C group, male (M) and female (F) results are shown
separately, indicating that both TTR and Hcy manifest gender dimorphism. The data reveal that declining nutritional status, as assessed by TTR values, is negatively correlated with rising Hcy concentrations.
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HHcy RESULTING FROM UNACHIEVED N : S BODY
REPLENISHMENT
Met homeostasis appears as the net result of several salvage mechanisms maximizing intestinal absorption rates and
minimizing fecal and kidney losses. Under steady state conditions, Met orally given undergoes rapid and efficient absorption rates [84] with negligible fecal losses that are poorly
modified by significant alterations in N intake [85]. Methioninuria is barely detectable in healthy individuals, pointing to very high renal tubular recovery rates [86]. In the case
of dietary Met overload, intrahepatic accumulation of SAM
attenuates the activity of RM enzymes and stimulates that of
CS [87] enhancing the degradation of Met along the TS
cascade and leading to increased sulfaturia highly correlated
with the level of SAA intake [88]. The contrary biochemical
patterns are recorded in population groups having adopted,
for religious or socio-cultural motivations, a plant-based dietary lifestyle. It is generally agreed that most vegetarian formulas are healthier than equivalent animal-based regimens
because they contain less total lipids, saturated fats and cholesterol and more fibers [89,90]. As a result, most vegetarian
subjects have lower body mass index values and reduced
incidence of obesity and diabetes. In contrast, the provision
of some essential nutriments (Ca, Fe, Zn, long-chain n-3
fatty acids, cobalamins) by plant products may turn to become critical [89,90]. Most plant products contain less N, are
usually deficient in lysine and Met [91] and characterized by
a mean N : S ratio not optimally fulfilling human tissue requirements [48]. The urinary output of vegetarians living in
developing countries discloses significantly much lower N
and S concentrations than those measured in subjects consuming western rich-diets [92]. At low N intake, the S balance may even turn negative [85], explaining why vegetarian
subjects incur the risk of subclinical protein depletion and
permanent S-deficiency substantiated by HHcy status [10].
Western population groups having adopted extravagant lifestyles such as long-term consumption of raw foods of plant
origin also develop HHcy status [93], a condition still worsened by uncooked or unprocessed preparations shown to
further depress their biological value [94]. Such inappropriate dietary lifestyles deserve to be confronted with previous
recommendations stating that plant products cannot insure
safe coverage of human needs in IAAs unless at least 30 %
of total protein is derived from animal sources [95].
Most clinical investigations with HHcy vegetarian subjects have concluded that vitamin B12-shortage was the main
causal factor. As aforesaid, cobalamin-deficiency is indeed
one of the commonest deficiencies affecting mankind
worldwide [35] but its true impact on vegan subjects may be
questioned in the light of multivariate regression analyses
usually yielding no more than 25-30 % of Hcy variance.
Moreover, and contrary to previous ascertainments, the low
cholesterol and saturated fats, and the high fiber content of
plant regimens do not protect vegans against the risk of cardiovascular diseases (CVD) which should no longer be regarded as solely affecting populations living in affluent
westernized societies. According to WHO estimates, about
16.7 millions people died every year from CVD, accounting
for 30 % of all deaths worldwide with more than half of
these deaths occurring in developing countries [96]. The
problem of CVD reaches top morbidity and mortality levels
in the South Asian subcontinent [97], prompting cardiolo-
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gists from 5 different countries (Bengladesh, India, Pakistan,
Nepal, Sri Lanka) to exhort their governments focusing more
attention on CVD disorders [98]. The classical CVD risk
factors (dyslipidemia, high blood pressure, diabetes mellitus,
tobacco smoking) mainly affect individuals living in urban
areas and having adopted western dietary lifestyles. Emphasis put on cholesterol and lipid fractions has disregarded the
protein component of most disease processes and LBM depletion as ensuing complication [10] The gap between epidemiology data and laboratory findings is illustrated by a
recent investigation showing that a notable proportion of
Indian patients remain HHcy-resistant to tri-vitamin-B therapy [99]. Poor rural dwellers consuming traditional vegetable dishes could well suffer generalized HHcy status best
explained by overall subclinical PEM possibly coexisting
with cobalamin and/or folate deficiencies. The concept is
supported by studies showing that Asian immigrants living
in western countries and keeping alive their previous dietary
habits consume higher amounts of plant products than do
Caucasian inhabitants. These expatriates may develop HHcy
status despite normal plasma folate levels and only mild reduction of cobalamin values [100].
Diminished N and S tissue accretion rate is likely to occur in all forms of subclinical protein restriction [38] and in
anorexia nervosa [39]. Medical [76] or surgical treatments of
morbid obesity using gastroplasty procedures [101,102] may
cause the expected FM and BW losses but are often associated with varying stages of protein malnutrition [103].
Malabsorptive syndromes are integral part of declared PEM,
capable of causing within some months LBM downsizing
and occurrence of secondary HHcy status. LBM was found
the sole independent variable negatively correlated with rising Hcy values in patients submitted to weight-reducing programs [76]. Intestinal malabsorption may likely be incriminated as LBM-downsizing factor in both ulcerative colitis
and Crohn’s disease [104] although these last morbidities
also comprise proinflammatory elements rendering more
complex the identification of true HHcy causal factors. Inasmuch as protein-shortage is involved in morbid circumstances, serial TTR measurement would help to confirm
LBM shrinkage and subsequent HHcy rise. TTR is a simple,
rapid, inexpensive, noninvasive and reproducible micromethod whose nutritional usefulness has been described
nearly 4 decades ago [105]. The scientific community has
however expressed enduring reluctance for the TTR marker,
explaining a number of misdiagnosed morbidities. Should
the TTR biomarker be applied to the interpretation of current
studies would have allowed their authors to confirm the
TTR-Hcy relationship depicted in Fig. (2). Ongoing field
surveys undertaken in Africa and still not published indicate
that the combined measurement of TTR and Hcy display
mirror images of each other. The most relevant aspects of the
TTR-Hcy saga were recently described elsewhere [10].
HHcy RESULTING FROM EXCESSIVE N : S BODY
LOSSES
Acute stressful disorders of any cause unleashes a shower
of many cytokines fulfilling a myriad of autocrine, paracrine
and endocrine functions [106]. A salient feature consists in
enhanced tissue proteolyses in the whole body, allowing to
stimulate the overproduction of defence and repair proteins
by the liver and at the site of injury [107,108]. Several acute-
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phase reactants (APRs) constitute emblematic markers of the
stress response amplitude [109]. The rate of protein degradation usually exceeds that undergoing neosynthesis [110, 111],
leading to N balance becoming distinctly negative. The increased urinary leakage of N-catabolites (mainly urea, but
also creatinine, ammonia and other minor compounds)
[112,113] testifies that both metabolic and structural pools
participate in the adaptive responses to acute stress in proportion to the magnitude of initial impact [11,114] . In very
severe cases of injury in adult men, N urinary output may
reach as high as 250 g N-1 week -1 which corresponds to a
loss of about 8 kg LBM [11]. On the basis of Cuthbertson’s
data [65], the corresponding S spillover may be evaluated at
17 mg S-1 week -1, meaning more than 10 % of TBS body
stores. Another hallmark of acute stress is the reorchestration
of endocrine status characterized by the overproduction of
the so-called counterregulatory hormones (glucocorticoids,
catecholamines, glucagon, somatotrophin) opposing the hypoglycemic and anabolizing properties of oversecreted insulin and contributing together with cytokines to the development of insulin refractoriness [107,108]. The molecular
mechanisms whereby insulin resistance occurs are attributed
to phosphorylation defects impairing tissue receptor and signaling systems [115,116]. Taken together, these adaptive
hormonal alterations create a dichotomous stage identified
by overall downregulation of synthetic processes in healthy
tissues contrasting with upregulated activities in hepatic and
inflamed territories [107,108]. The adequacy and efficacy of
these multifaceted inflammatory events are depending on
preexisting nutritional status of stressed patients, having led
to the concept of a nutritionally dependent adaptive dichotomy (NDAD) [107,108]. As indicated previously, N and S
losses reach top values some days after the initiation of acute
injury [65], coinciding with the nadir recorded for N balance
and TTR decline [11] and with culminating Hcy positions as
shown in coronary heart infarct [117] and acute pancreatitis
[118]. When the stressful condition subsides, provided that
appropriate nutritional support is offered, N balance and
TTR values gradually normalize [11] allowing Hcy to rejoin
baseline levels within a couple of days [117,118]. In contrast, inadequate dietary management, metabolic or septic
complications result in persistent N and S losses well recognized by subnormal TTR and supranormal Hcy concentrations.
Rapid elevation of Hcy values is a common finding correlated with disease severity and mortality in acutely ill patients [119]. Burn injury is characterized by a profound loss
of body N [120] explaining why HcyMet conversion rate
is severalfold increased above normal level [67]. The intensity of RM rates appears to be proportionate to the extent of
tissue proteolysis and to the magnitude of TBN and TBS
losses, favoring increased regeneration of S-compounds in
the face of augmented S-demands. Contrary to the prevailing
consensus, high Hcy values appear beneficial to the overall
body economy in short-term studies, reflecting greater capacity to overcome S-deficient states. The data are illustrated
by HHcy pregnant women who experience efficient protection against the risk of intrauterine growth retardation [121].
Using Kaplan-Meyer statistical analysis, nephrologists were
able to show that kidney patients with higher Hcy values
benefit from better survival rates in comparison with low
HHcy responders [122].
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(Micro)albuminuria has low prevalence in a general
healthy population [123] but appears as a frequent anomaly
in chronic stressful disorders, mainly in diabetics and kidney
patients. Diabetic patients losing around 4 gr albuminuria -1
day-1 are foreseen to be depleted by 3.3 kg LBM [124] (a
loss of about 7 % of metabolically active tissues) on a yearly
basis. (Micro)albuminuria is usually associated with insulin
resistance [125], reflecting the regulatory effects exerted by
proinflammatory cytokines [126] and APRs [127] in the
course of protracted disease. Insulin refractoriness nevertheless fulfills in both acute and chronic circumstances the same
preventive role aiming at preserving LBM integrity. As expected, HHcy states are usually found positively correlated
with disease activity and with the level of cytokines [126],
APRs [127], albuminuria [128,129] and insulin resistance
[130]. When available, serum and urinary urea and creatinine
values also demonstrate positive correlations with Hcy levels, implying the participation of both metabolic and structural compartments. Mild or moderate elevation of all these
stigmata reflects low grade inflammation and confirms that
tissue proteolytic processes still persist unabated albeit operating with attenuated intensity.
Kidney patients are situated on the frontline of cardiovascular risks since they are reportedly capable of developing HHcy status in mild chronic renal insufficiency even in
the absence of notable tissue damage [131] . The situation
progressively aggravates in renal diseases of medium severity [132] and further deteriorates in end-stage renal failure
characterized by exhaustion of metabolic capacities and
strong refractoriness to vitamin therapy [40,133]. HHcy
status frequently develop in type 1 [134], type 2 [135] and
gestational diabetes mellitus [136] especially when patients
display high blood levels of glycohemoglobin (HbA1C)
evocative of poor glycemic control [135]. Patients suffering
combined diabetes and nephropathy disclose elevated Hcy
values, incuring the risk of significantly reduced life expectancy [129]. Cushing’s disease entails changes in LBM
likely caused by cortisol-induced protein catabolism and
dissolution of bone collagen network [137]. Any surgical
operation constitutes a stressful burden documented by negative N balance and depletion of LBM reserves whose AA
residues are partly derived toward protein syntheses involved
in mounting appropriate healing responses [11]. This is illustrated in elective cesarian section [138], in uninephrectomy
[139] as well as in kidney [140], liver [141] and heart [142]
transplantation procedures. Unusually high N- and S-urinary
leakage is likely associated with the massive protein losses
pathognomonic of eclampsia [143] and lipoid nephrosis
[144]. Consistent with Wilson’s observations [66], elite athletes submitted to strenuous muscular training disclose tissue
degradation in proportion to the duration and intensity of
physical activities [145,146]. Patients suffering AIDSdisease [147], lymphoblastic leukemia [148], cervical and
breast cancer [149,150] develop HHcy status whose magnitude seems proportionate to cell proliferation rate [149] and
metastatic invasion [151] thereafter subsiding under successful therapy [151]. Subacute disorders characterized by cyclic
bouts with spontaneous relapses or drug-induced remissions
usually bear up and down alterations of Hcy values in relation to disease activity. Such erratic evolution is shown to
occur in autoimmune processes [152], sickle cell disease
[153] and parasitic infestations [154].
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CONCLUDING PERSPECTIVES
The findings collected in the present review support the
concept that, besides the classical vitamin causal factors,
HHcy status may also develop as a result of LBM downsizing caused either by dietary N restriction / malabsorption
or cytokine-induced tissue proteolysis. The reduction in
LBM size implies that N balance turns negative, being associated in the former condition by restrained S tissue accretion rates and in the latter by concomitant N and S obligatory
losses. The data illustrate the narrow metabolic interrelationships existing between N and S in mammalian tissues, stressing the role played by 32S identified for the first time as essentiel nutrient in human nutrition. S essentiality is sustained
by the fact that its depletion from body reserves entails major
clinical complications documented notably by thrombovascular abnormalities [30-32]. The strong correlation found
between HHcy and cardiovascular morbidity and mortality
has been recognized since 1969 [30] and repeatedly confirmed by other investigations carried out in developed countries [31,32,41,81,155,156]. This situation constitutes a public health problem of growing importance in western ageing
societies as HHcy incidence discloses exponential rise with
increasing age [157]. The amplitude of the problem is less
well substantiated in developing countries although preliminary surveys mainly performed in Asian countries [37,97-99]
may be regarded as alarm signals predicting the occurrence
of similar harmful disorders which remain to be causally
identified in the light of overall subclinical PEM affecting
vegan and low income population groups. HHcy is also incriminated into a panoply of cognitive and neurodegenerative deficits [158], bone fracture [159] and fetal growth retardation [121] among others. The advent of the S-deficiency
concept is expected to generate worldwide public health impact and makes a plea for assessing the protein component
taking part in the development of HHcy states.
Despite the fact that nutritional and inflammatory factors
deplete TBN and TBS stores through distinct and basically
unrelated physiopathogenic mechanisms, they nevertheless
share in common the capacity to impair CS activity, to
promote the upstream accumulation of Hcy and to stimulate
HcyMet remethylating processes. LBM thus integrates, as
does TTR [10,82], both nutritional and inflammatory facets
of any disease spectrum, inhibiting CS so as to provide univocal responses safeguarding Met homeostasis as a high
metabolic priority. The level of CS inhibition and the intensity of RM processes appear causally related to enhanced
metabolic requirements, hence directly depending on LBM
downsizing, reaching top responses in severe tissue depletion
but disclosing mild or moderate Hcy elevations in rampant
disturbances. There exists continuing discussion wondering
about the mechanistic significance of HHcy with respect to
cardiovascular diseases [160-163]. On the basis of data collected in the present review, we tentatively assume the following sequence of events : In all conditions where Ninadequacy is implicated, S-deficiency is the primary trigger
of HHcy status. It is nevertheless necessary to make a clear
distinction between N- and S-deficiencies resulting from
insufficient intake or those generated by hypercatabolic reactions. The former condition is encountered in the sizeable
proportion of population groups living in developing areas
[36-38] as well as in subjects from western countries having
adopted extravagant vegetable lifestyles [93,100] whose in-
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take does not meet the recommended dietary allowances of
13 mg SAAs / kg-1 / day-1. Those individuals face the direct
insult caused by permanent N- and S-restriction which does
not permit achievement of body N equilibrium, leading to a
stage of dystrophic LBM maturation. HHcy status of those
chronically depleted individuals appears as the dark side of
efforts provided by the S-depleted body to maintain acceptable anabolic activities. The latter condition appears as the
indirect consequence of cytokine-induced acute and chronically evolutive illnesses characterized by concomitant losses
of N- and S-substrates depleting both metabolic and structural compartments. The data collected in acute stressful
disorders indicate that LBM downsizing, working alone,
may cause Hcy elevation regardless of vitamin status
[117,118]. In acute disorders, HHcy evolutionary patterns
are too rapid to allow for the participation of vitamins whose
plasma values usually remain unmodified [117,118]. It is of
importance reminding that HHcy is beneficial in short-term
events [121,122], allowing to readily supply the stressed
body with S-derivatives under conditions of greater protein
turnover. In long-run disorders, however, HHcy status becomes detrimental to the overall body vasculature [32,33],
entailing subclinical endothelium dysfunction and diffuse
blood vessel injury [164]. It seems likely that HHcy-induced
vascular damage more particularly targets those vessels already deteriorated by preexisting lesions resulting from the
natural unfolding of disease processes. Such synergistic vascular effects could explain the high prevalence of proteinuria, cerebral hemorrhage, cardiac infarct and deep vein
thrombosis found in hypertensive, diabetic and kidney patients. This sequence of events is in accordance with the
demonstration that, in chronically evolutive disorders, HHcy
status precedes the development of (micro)albuminuria [128]
which takes over from the loss of N-catabolites recorded
during the acute stage of disease [107,108]. Proteinuria reflects the slope of LBM depletion rate and constitutes the
best marker of disease activity and mortality risk [128,129].
Insulin resistance remaining correlated with urinary protein
leakage [125,165] appears as the ultimate signal indicating
that the stressed body still strives to curb LBM losses to the
minimally required needs compatible with survival.
Our data support the view expressed by Italian workers
suggesting that Hcy, due to its large implication in many
morbidities, could well be “a marker of disease or of a metabolic derangement in which the leading actor is another parameter still unknown” [163]. We assume that this unrecognized parameter is S-deficiency, resulting either from unachieved LBM replenishment or from sickness-induced
LBM narrowing. The lesson to learn from this review is that
upholding an “appropriate LBM must remain the major outcome measure of protein-related health” [166]. Serial measurement of TTR obviously fulfills the task and constitutes
the most reliable way to streamline dietary protein adequacy
and / or to follow-up LBM distortions from normal in human
morbidities.
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